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LIMITED WARRAI{TY

RADIO SHACK Software is licensed on an "AS lS" basis, without warranty. The original
CUSTQMER'S exclusive remedy, in the event of a Software manufacturing defect, is its repair or
replacement within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the Radio Shack sales document
received upon license of the Software. The defective Software shall be returned to a Radio Shack
Computer Center, a Radio Shack retail store, participating Radio Shack franchisee or Radio Shack
dealer along with the sales document.

Except as provided herein,  RADI0 SHACK MAKES N0 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above
limitation(s) may not apply to CUSTOMER.

RADIO SHACK SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY TO CUSTOMER OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY LIABILITY, LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED OR
ALLEGED TO BE CAUSED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY "SOFTWARE'' LICENSED OR
FURNISHED BY RADIO SHACK, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY INTERRUPTION OF
SERVICE, LOSS OF BUSINESS OR ANTICIPATORY PROFITS OR INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

Some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, s0
the above limitation(s) or exclusion(s) may not apply to CUST0MER.

RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE LICEI{SE

RADIO SHACK grants to CUST0MER a non-exclusive, paid-up license to use the RADI0 SHACK
Software 0n one computer, subiect to the following provisions:
A. Except as otherwise provided in this Software License, applicable copyright laws shall apply to

the Software.
B. Title to the medium on which the Software is recorded (cassette and/or diskette) or stored

(ROM) is transferred to CUST0MER, but not title to the Software.
C. CUSTQMER shall not use, make, manufacture, or reproduce copies of Software except for use

0n one computer and as is specifically provided in this Software License. Customer is
expressly prohibited from disassembling the Software.

D. CUSTQMER is permitted to make additional copies of the Software only for backup or archival
purposes or if additional copies are required in the operation of one computer with the
Software, but only to the extent the Software allows a backup copy to be made.

E. All copyright notices shall be retained on all copies of the Software.

The warranties granted herein give the original CUST0MER specific legal rights, and the
original CUST0MER may have other rights which vary from state to state.
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Madness and the Minotaur Program:
O 1982 Spectral Associates.

Licensed to Tandy Corporation
All Rights Reserved.

Madness and the Minotaur Program Manual:
O 1982 Tandy Corporation.

All Rights Reserved.

Reproduction or use, without express written permission from
Tandy Corporation, of any portion of this manual is prohibited.
While reasonable efforts have been taken in the preparation of
this manual to assure its accuracy, Tandy Corporation assumes
no liability resulting from any errors or omissions in this
manual. or from the use of the information contained herein.

Please refer to the Software License on the inside front cover of
this manual for limitations on use and reproduction of this Soft-
ware package.
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Introduction

Introduction

l(ing Minos, one of the sons of zeus and also the King of crete, has erected a
huge labyrinthine castle with the intention of using ifas a prison. In the past,
anyone confined to the Labyrinth could never escape and was either killed or
went mad while trying to escape.

Rumor has it that there are treasures hidden in the vicinity of the Labyrinth.
Are these treasures worth risking life or sanity? If your answer to this question
is negative or you are plagued with skepticism, it is suggested that yo., ""-
evaluate your priorities and establish some healthy maierialism.

King Minos has taken many precautions to prevent you from escaping from the
maze with his treasures. Word has it that one of the obstacles encountered inside
the maze will be the Minotaur, a man with the head of a bull, who has an
insatiable taste for human flesh. King Minos feeds fourteen fresh Athenians to
the Minotaur a year. The Minotaur would like nothing better than a fifteenth for
dessert.

There are seven creatures with six treasures divided among them, so if you meet
one of these, it may have a treasure. Then again it may ttol. Itt addition to the
Minotaur, you'll also have to beware of the Hydra, a multi-headed serpent, the
Troglodyte, a brutish Neanderthalean cavedweller, the scorpion, with its
stinging tail, and the satyr, an offensive goat-man. The sprite and the Nymph
must also be eliminated to see if they have treasures. At any time, yor, "u., t""
your balance inside this horrific maze and fall to your death.

This task does sound difficult; however, there is help available. A lost Oracle (a
prophet) wandering through the halrs of the Labyrinth can help you find your
way. When you find the Oracle, ask him a question and receive an answer which
will be given in terms that may sound like a riddle. A crazy oracle is not
especially glfted at giving clear instructions. He'll try to tell you what you need
to obtain a certain object or to kill a certain creature. The Oracle's information
may not be useful until you have advanced further into the maze and have
gathered spells.

There are several objects which are protected by certain magic spells. These
objects may only be released if you have previously acquir"J th" ,""r"t spells.

Twohundred forty points is the ma.rimum score.



Introduction (continued)

Equipment Requirements

To embark on your treasure hunt, you will need a TRS-80 16K or B2K color
Computer, a color television, and a cassette recorder. If you want to save a game
and continue playing later, you will need a blank cassette tape.



Loafling the Program

Loading Madness and the Minotaur

1. Connect the Color Computer to the television.

2. Make sure the cassette recorder is properly connected to. the Color Computer.

3. Insert the Madness and the Minotaur cassette tape into the recorder. Rewind
the tape.

4. Press the "Play" button on the recorder.

5. T\rrn on the Color Computer. T\rrn on the television, making sure it is tuned
to channel 3 or 4.

The screen will show:

COLOR BASIC, v.r .
(C) 1980 Tandy
OK

To load the program, type @O@@@@ and press [ETTFR--I. When
the oK appears on the screen, you will know that the game has loaded. Type
@@Co@ andpress (EN-T-FR_).

The screen will show:

WELCOME TO THE LABYRINTHII
BEWARE OF THE MINOTAUR AND GOOD
LUCK.



Runnipg the Program

Which Way to Go?

At the beginning of the program, you have the option of pressing ffiER-l or
selecting a direction. Elsewhere in the program, you will always be given your
options, such as "There is a hole in the North wall." For your selection, just
press @ and CETTER) for North, etc.

You can usually return to a previous position by selecting the opposite direction
from your previous directional choice. It is very easy to end up going in circles if
you don't keep a mental note of your position and your last directional choice. It
is recommended that you try to make a map indicating where you start and to
which rooms you end up when you select a direction.

You can review your last mdve or read a long room description by pressing the
C) key. Return to your current position by pressing the O key.

Using Verbs in Commands

Along your way, you might encounter a remark such as: "There is a bottle on
the floor." To pick up the bottle, type @CDCDOCE@CDOCD@ and
pressff i .Later, i tmaybeessent ial tohavecertaini temstoobtainone
of the spells. sometimes it may be necessary to have a certain spell to
@@CE a certain object. It's all a vicious circle. To refresh your mind as to
which objects you have accumulated, type @@@ and press [ETTFR].

Using the verb, @@@fD, will also come in handy.

If you find that you have to intemrpt your adventure but don't want to quit,
leave the computer on and type @@CDCD@, press IETTFFJ, urrd th"
game will stop. You can resume your task by typing @. lr you want to quit
altogether, type CII-]CE@OCD and press aE-XTEE]. If you use the UNCLE
command and leave the computer on, you won't have to reload the game to start
over.

Obtaining Spells

There are particular rooms in the Labyrinth where spells can be learned. when
you enter a room and the description on the screen says, ,,The air is crackling
with enchantment," you will know that one of the spells can be learned in this
room. The spell will automatically be given to you if you are carrying the correct
objects or have previously picked up the correct objects and learned the correct
spells. You will need two objects to learn the first spell. To learn subsequent
spells, you may need other spells and certain objects.
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Running the Program (continued)

The spells are named: VETAR, CROM, MITRA, AKHIROM, OKKAN, ISHTAR,
BELROG, and NERGAL. The spells will provide you with the following strengths
and magical abilities:

a. Open blocked passages.

b. Restore a lamp to you.

c. Cure a scorpion bite.

d. Find treasures.

e. Kill the monsters.

f. Dispel fog.

g. Guarantee that a jump is successful.

h. Protect you from evil spirits.

(et al.)

You must determine which spell or combination of spells does what. Paying
attention to the Oracle's riddle should help.

Scoring

You receive ten points for each of 16 treasures which can be found. (Twenty
objects appear to be treasures but four are "dummies" for which you will receive
no points.) Just for holding a treasure, you get five points, but, you get five more
points for each treasure when you escape from the Labyrinth into the forest. For
learning a magic spell, you get ten points.

Carrying treasures and objects, killing creatures, and searching the Labyrinth is
bound to drain your energT. To see your score and determine your physical
condition, type @@@@CE) and press [ETTE-F]. If your physical
condition is deteriorating, you may need to rest or have a snack. You'll feel
better after some rejuvenation. You can also build your physical strength by
walking through an enchanted aura.

Keep in mind that you may need to CDO@CD often and that the more items
you accumulate, the heavier you become.



Running the Program (continued)

Pay attention to bodies of water and strange curtains. And it is very important
to turn your CD@[ECEC@@ in dark places.

Depending on what room you have entered, you may by able to go diagonally up
or down.

To converse with the oracle, you can @G)@tl@@@@O@.

when you enter certain r(x)ms, or obtain certain objects, it may be helpful to
O@@@ at whatever is in your presence at that time.

To evade creatures, you may have to @@6D occasionally.

T\rrn off the lamp when not in use. The lamp burns oil and is refillable.

The sprite can move objects not in your possession to random rooms; however, it
cannot do this in the first floor room with music or if it is dead.

If "the ground begins to shake" and the doors of the room you are in block, you
are stuck unless vo1!ryw CROM. If you enter a room with a blocked passage,
you can go @@@@ for 15 seconds and that will put you in the previous
room you occupied.

The Labyrinth is a four level structure with 64 rooms on each floor.

Always keep in mind that the adventure will change each time you reload the
program. The objects may be found in different rooms, learning the spells may
require different objects, and the monsters may be encountered in different
rooms and killed with different combinations of spells and objects.
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Saving and Loading,the Saved Game

Saving a Game

If you have to intemrpt your journey and use your color computer for other
purposes, you may save your progress up to this point. when you start over, you
will begin at the exact place you stopped, holding everything you had earlier. To
save the game, you'll need a blank tape.

1. with the intention of saving a game, type @@CDCDCD and press
TETTEF-].

2. Remove the Madness and the Minotaur program tape.

3. Insert a blank, rewound tape in the cassette recorder.

4. Press the "Play" and "Record" buttons on your tape recorder.

5. Type O and press CETTERI.

(If the data is not saved correctly, an inverse H (Uo error) will appear in the
upper right hand corner of the screen.)

Loading the Saved Game

If you want to continue the Labyrinthine adventure (from where you left off),
follow these instructions.

1. Load the Madness and the Minotaur program tape (as described in the
Loading Instructions).

2. After you have the program loaded, type @@@@CD and press
IETTFRI. Remove the Program tape from the recorder.

3. Put the "saved" Data tape in the recorder and make sure it is rewound.

4. Press the "Play" button on the recorder.

5. Tlpe Cl and press CFN-flEF].

The game should start at the point where you saved it.
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